
ObamaCare Enrollment — 
Rising but Age of Registrants a 

Problem
The Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) released the January Affordable Care Act 
(ACA) registrants. They number 800,000 and bring 
the 2.2-million registered between October 1 and 
December 31 of last year to close to 3-million. 

The administration’s goal is to have close to 7-
million in the hopper by March 31st. 

The numbers are nice but a breakdown shows most are over the age of 35 and that’s 
bad news for the Affordable Care Act because to stay viable, it must have a significant 
number of people under 35 to subsidize the insurance of those in our society that are 
older and more unhealthy. 

Much older. And much more unhealthy. Statistics say the Affordable Care Act needs 
40% of enrollees to be under 35 to work. So far just 20% of the 3-million enrollees are 
18 to 34. 

Allan Einboden — who is the CEO of the Texas health insurance firm Scott & White 
Health Plan — recently wrote an editorial expressing his company’s concern. “It has 
become clear that the penalties intended to incentivize individuals to obtain coverage 
are too small to motivate participation. This made engaging healthy individuals 
tantamount to creating a sustainable program,” he wrote. 

The youth of the nation — he contends — are turned off by ObamaCare. 

“We need young people to understand how vulnerable they are without coverage. No 
one should ever experience a traumatic health event without coverage. When the 
unexpected occurs, it is too late to get the coverage that is desperately needed,” he 
said. 

And Einboden urges the administration to come up with something quick. If not insurers 
will be dropping out by the dozen. “There must be recognition by policy makers that 
allowing insurance-company losses to mount will not create the sustainable 
marketplace that is needed. Health insurers need some level of assurance that poor risk 
development will be corrected to provide a competitive, dynamic market. The alternative 
would be a market dominated by a few insurers offering few options and ultimately no 
market at all.”



It’s a tall order and maybe a taller order than the administration can handle. The 
consumer website NerdWallet said its research finds younger, and healthy, adults spend 
about 5x less on health care than those who have signed up for ObamaCare. 

NerdWallet’s Christina LaMontagne said it’s — not surprisingly — cheaper for these 
young people to pay the fine than buy the insurance. “Our analysis suggests that health 
insurance — even with subsidies' discounts — will be a tough sell to the healthy 
majority of young adults who would otherwise have very few health expenses. Many 
young, healthy adults will skip insurance in 2014, as their expected health needs won't 
justify insurance.”

The consumer firm’s analysis shows the typical adult between 18 and 34 buying health 
insurance will pay $1,717 for the year. Those without will spend $348 for health care 
that includes going to the doctor and all it entails and the $95 or 1% of their taxable 
income fine. 

Obama administration officials are upping the outreach in 25 cities and are trying to lure 
more participants under 35 — those tabbed as young invincibles — into the program. It 
is critical to keeping insurance rates down said Robert Zirkelbach of America’s Health 
Insurance Plans (AHIP). “It is more of a scale than a cliff. The more young, healthy 
people participate, the more stable the marketplace will be and the more affordable 
premiums will be.”

If more young adults don’t sign up then rates could rise considerably. 

Meanwhile, many young adults are still waiting for the pitch. Basketball great — and 
AIDS spokesman — Magic Johnson is doing a television commercial. So is Alonzo 
Mourning, a hall of fame basketball player who had a kidney transplant. Both are 
praising ObamaCare and are urging young people to sign up. 

A six-hour YouTube live stream event has been recorded as well. 

No statistics yet as to whether they’re working. 


